COOKIES POLICY

This Cookies Policy describes different types of Cookies that are used in connection with our website.
What are COOKIES?
An "Internet Cookie" (term known and as "browser cookie" or "HTTP cookie" or "cookies") is a small file,
made up of letters and numbers that will be stored on computer, terminal mobile or on other equipment
of a user through which the user accesses the Internet.
Cookies are installed through request emitted by a web server to a browser (eg. Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Chrome). Cookies once installed have a long life determined, remaining " passive " in the meaning that
they do not contain Software viruses or spyware and will not access information on the user’s hard driver
in whose equipment they were installed.
A cookie consists of two parts:
- name and
- the content or Cookie's value.
What are the main types of COOKIE MODULES?
• Strictly necessary Cookies/technical cookies guarantee functions without which you will not be
able to use our website and we ensure you that, among others, when you access the
functionalities of a website, there will be displayed a version that has a large band connection
corresponding to your Internet connectivity. In addition, such a cookie makes sure that if you
change pages, you switch from http to https.
• Statistic Cookies: These cookies are used to provide us statistical information about the website
performance (e.g. to count visits, traffic sources).
• Marketing Cookies: These cookies allow the website to memorize the choices you make and
provide you with more personalized and upgraded features. This category may include third-party
cookies.
How and why WE USE COOKIES?
We do not use cookies to collect personal information. We use only technical cookies. Technical cookies
are essential for the correct functioning of the website. Thus, website user enjoys navigation and basic
features of the website, as well the security measures. A website cannot operate properly without
technical cookies, that is why you cannot choose to disable them.
How to manage the COOKIE MODULES?
Refusal to use cookies
Technical cookies cannot be disabled, as this might affect website functionality.
3rd party cookies you can manage in your browser settings.
Disabling and / or deletion of COOKIES in your browser
You can change cookies settings by the means of your internet browser. Your internet browser will allow
you to edit the cookies settings. Such settings are usually available in the browser's menu: "options",
"tools" or "preferences" menu. You can also consult "Help" menu of your browser. Different browsers
may use different mechanisms to disable cookies:
Cookie settings in Internet Explorer https://support.microsoft.com/ro-ro/help/17442/windows-internetexplorer-delete-manage-cookies
Cookie settings in Microsoft Edge

Cookie settings in Firefox
Cookie settings in Chrome for Desktop
Cookie settings in Chrome for Android
Cookie settings in Safari - https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201265
As regards the browser settings for deletion of applied Cookies, the same principles apply, as in the case
of deactivation of new cookies through the browser settings. Please follow your browser instructions, as
detailed above. Online tools are available ensuring deletion of all cookies left based on the websites you've
visited, such as www.allaboutcookies.org. When visiting our website from other computers, be sure you
adjust settings.
MODIFICATIONS TO THIS NOTIFICATION ON COOKIE MODULES
This Cookie Policy has been amended on 04.02.2019.

